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In 1998 year, observation by The High-z Supernova Search team, if the cosmological constant is 0, ΩM =
−0.38(±0.22). The quantity of the matter couldn’t be negative value, so as far as we know, the value is trashed
away. We have to know that not the field equation has disposed the value, but our thought disposed that value. In
the world of plus mass, ground state is a point that energy is low, but in case of minus mass, ground state is a point
that energy is the highest. Accordingly, in the world of minus mass, energy level is filled from the highest to the
lowest, and stable state means the highest energy state, so the catastrophe to energy level of -∞ never happens even
if minus mass spontaneously emits energy. Assuming that minus mass exists, Newton’s Law of motion was derived
in between minus and plus masses and also between minus and minus masses. Also, explanation on how minus
masses will be distributed in the current state of space with Newton’ Law of motion. As for dark matters and dark
energy, minus mass can produce an additional centripetal force in the galaxy or galaxy cluster, which supports the
dark matter, while the plus mass can emerge repulsive effects that accelerate the inflation direction and a qualitative
interpretation could be possibly made on dark energy from minus mass. As a method for proving the existence of
minus mass, an explanation on the revolution velocity of the galaxy through minus mass has been presented. In
this process, the existence of spherical mass distribution was given; furthermore, explanation was done using this, to
show observation results where dark matter effect through minus mass is proportional to distance r. If ΩM is -0.38,
universe’s age is 14.225 Gyr. It is in the range estimated by other observations. Assuming that minus mass exists,
it satisfies the various problems that previous dark matter and energy possess, such as, centripetal force effects of
galaxy and galaxy clusters from previous dark matters, mass effects that is proportional to the distance r, repulsive
force needed for expantion, dark energy that has plus values, low interaction between dark matter when collision
occurs between dark matter and deceleration expansion and acceleration expansion of universe and formation of
void and possibility to explain mechanism of inflation and difficulty in observation. As a result, the necessity of
observation focusing on exact computation and detection of minus mass is stated.
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I. Introduction

Now the observation is a very important issue, and
seems to determine everything in quantum mechanics,
but the observation is not to determine existence and
nonexistence, it is just local evidence of existence and
nonexistence, and the thing that determines existence
and nonexistence in nature is all sorts of physical laws,
not observation.

It is necessary to watch carefully the fact that all sort
of physical laws such as Law of energy conservation or
Law of conservation of momentum do not deny minus
mass. [1] All sorts of physical laws do not deny them,
thus minus mass can exist!

If we consider the situation of antiparticle and anti-
matter, we can know they exist, although they are not
observed in common situation. We have must explain the
reason why they are not easily observed in common sit-
uation by their motion or characteristics, suggest expla-
nation of existing phenomenon, and new prediction with
their characteristics, and inspect it with observation.

With the assumption that minus mass exists, in the
text, the researcher tries to examine motion of minus
mass and plus mass, and motion of minus mass and minus
mass, and to suggest that minus mass can provide proper
description of dark matter and dark energy.

Most of people have strong aversion of minus mass,
but no law of physics says there is only plus mass in
nature, and we think that we feel as if our thought of
mass, namely mass that is the a synonym for the fact
something exists denies negative value. However, nega-
tive charge and positive charge suggest that ”something
exists” does not mean plus value only. The great achieve-
ment of physics in theory of relativity and quantum me-
chanics request us to review the previous thought of phys-
ical quantities.

II. Newton’s law of motion of mi-
nus mass

When an object with mass of +m1 is away from an
object with mass of +m2 by distance r, the force worked
between two objects is described as following type.



F⃗ = −Gm1m2

r2
r̂ (1)

When an object with mass of −m1 is away from an
object with mass of −m2 by distance r, what type does
the force worked between two objects have?

Many people think the force decides motion of object in
gravity, but actually the acceleration decides the motion
of object in gravity, and also plays a role of deciding the
moving direction of object which is at the state of stop.

We can set up following dynamic equation to describe
the motion of object. That is, the gravity created on
mass m1by mass m2 is expressed as follows:

F⃗1 = m1a⃗1 = −Gm1m2

r2
r̂ (2)

m1a⃗1 = −Gm1m2

r2
r̂ (3)

a⃗1 = −Gm2

r2
r̂ (4)

As we can see in the equation above, the term of accel-
eration remains only because massm1 is erased from both
terms. Now the equation of motion means the equation
of acceleration, not the equation of force, the acceleration
provides information of motion direction, and decides the
direction of motion.

1.The law of motion of plus mass and plus mass

Figure 1: Plus mass +m1 and plus mass +m2 (initial
velocity =0, m1 > 0, m2 > 0)

m1a⃗1 = −Gm1m2

r2
r̂ (5)

a⃗1 = −Gm2

r2
r̂ (6)

m2a⃗2 = −Gm1m2

r2
r̂ (7)

a⃗2 = −Gm1

r2
r̂ (8)

Plus mass and Plus mass : The force worked between
plus mass is attraction, and two objects move toward
the center of mass. The force is attraction, thus their
potential energy has minus value. The direction of accel-
eration is in the direction of −r̂, so the distance between
two objects are reduced gradually.

2.The law of motion of minus mass and plus
mass

Figure 2: minus mass -m1 and plus mass +m2 (initial
velocity =0, m1 > 0, m2 > 0)

−m1a⃗1 = −G (−m1)m2

r2
r̂ (9)

a⃗1 = −Gm2

r2
r̂ (10)

+m2a⃗2 = −G (−m1)m2

r2
r̂ (11)

a⃗2 = G
m1

r2
r̂ (12)

Minus mass and Plus mass : Minus mass is accelerated in
the direction of plus mass, and plus mass is accelerated
in the direction to be far away from minus mass.

The direction of acceleration a1 worked on minus mass
m1 is −r̂, so −m1 moves in the direction of reducing dis-
tance r, and the direction of acceleration a2 worked on
plus mass +m2 is +r̂, so plus mass +m2 is accelerated
in the direction that distance r increases, namely the di-
rection of being far away from minus mass.

If the absolute value of plus mass is bigger than that of
minus mass, they will meet within finite time(attractive
effect), and if the absolute value of plus mass is smaller
than that of minus mass, the distance between them will
be bigger, and they cannot meet(repulsive effect). The
type of force is repulsion, so the potential energy has plus
value.

3.The law of motion of minus mass and minus
mass

Figure 3: minus mass -m1 and minus mass -m2 (initial
velocity =0, m1 > 0, m2 > 0)

−m1a⃗1 = −G (−m1)(−m2)
r2

r̂ (13)

a⃗1 = +G
m2

r2
r̂ (14)

−m2a⃗2 = −G (−m1)(−m2)
r2

r̂ (15)
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a⃗2 = +G
m1

r2
r̂ (16)

Minus mass and Minus mass: Both two objects are ac-
celerated in the direction of +r̂ which extends radius r,
so as time passes, the distance between them is greater
than initially given condition, and the force between them
is attraction, but the effect is repulsive. The force is
attraction(−Gm1m2/r2), thus the potential energy be-
tween them has minus value.

4.Minus mass cannot form the structure greater
than atom

As examined the equation of motion for minus mass,
it is marked in form of F = −ma(m > 0), when attrac-
tion is applied together with nuclear force(when usually
nuclear force is attraction, but has the form of repul-
sive core [2]), and assuming nuclear force has the form of
F⃗ = −Q(r)r̂, Q(r) is the positive function of distance r,
thus nuclear force is in the form of attraction worked in
the direction of -r̂. Here, for the force worked on minus
mass m,

F⃗ = −ma⃗ = −Q(r)r̂ (17)

a⃗ =
Q(r)
m

r̂ (18)

the term of acceleration is plus, so the effect of increas-
ing radius r, namely repulsive effect appears. This means
that minus mass cannot form the structure like atom be-
cause nuclear force is not binding minus mass when it is
applied to minus mass.

Additionally, for the problem of mesons that mediates
nuclear force or weak interaction, if there is no meson
that delivers strong interaction or weak interaction, it is
doubtful if strong interaction or weak interaction can be
worked or not. For example, nucleon must have internal
structure including meson or quark, but in case of minus
mass, nuclear force is repulsive, so it cannot have the
internal structure of nucleon from the beginning. That
is, there is a great possibility that minus mass cannot
include meson or quark which has minus mass in nucleus.

The fact that it cannot make nucleon means that it
is impossible to form massive mass structure like a star
in addition to atomic structure and molecular structure.
This provides proper explanation of the fact that minus
mass is not seen as it has visible massive mass structure.
Also generally it satisfies the nonbaryonic [3] matters re-
quired for dark matter.

If minus mass was born at the beginning of universe,
there is higher possibility that it exists until now as a
certain basic state born at the beginning of universe, and
that it does not have strong interaction like nuclear force,
weak interaction, and electromagnetic interaction. This
point is keeping with current characteristics required for
dark matter.

5.Harmonic oscillation of minus mass [1]
Nature prefers stable state, and has the tendency to

go to stable state. Additionally, this can be expressed
in another way that nature prefers low energy state, and
has the tendency to go to low energy state.

Such an idea is frequently used as a logic which denies
the existence of minus mass. That is, if there is minus
mass and minus energy level, minus mass spontaneously
emits energy to be stable, and goes to energy state of -∞,
so finally it is confronted by catastrophe. Is it right?

In case of plus mass, stable state means low energy
state, therefore it is not necessary to divide which one
nature prefers among two states. By the way, does stable
state mean low energy state also in case of minus mass?

We can get an answer, if we examine Harmonic oscil-
lation.

Figure 4: When there is minus mass in potential which
has a point of maximum value and a point of minimum
value.

We begin by considering the oscillatory motion of a
particle that is constrained to move in one dimension.
We assume that there exists a position of unstable equi-
librium for the particle and we designate this point as
the origin. Restoring force is in general some compli-
cated function of the displacement and perhaps of the
particles velocity or even of some higher time derivative
of the position coordinate.

We consider here only case in which the restoring force
F is a function only of the displacement

F(x) can be expanded in a Taylor series,
F (x) = F (0) + x

1!F
′
(0) + x2

2! F
′′
(0) + x3

3! F
′′′

(0) + · · ·

+
xn

n!
F (n)(0) + · · · (19)

Since the origin is defined to be the equilibrium point,
F(0) must vanish, Then, if we confine our attention to
displacements of the particle that are sufficiently small,
we can neglect all terms involving x2 and higher powers
of x. We have, therefore, the approximate relation

F (x) = +kx (20)

The force is alaways the opposite directed toward the
unstable equilibrium position(the origin), the derivative
F

′
(0) is positive and therefore k is a positive constant.

−mẍ = +kx (21)
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ẍ+ ω2
0x = 0 (22)

(ω2
0 =

k

m
) (23)

This form of differential equation is the same as that
of particle which has plus mass. But we have to no-
tice that plus mass carries out harmonic oscillation on
a point of minimum value, whereas minus mass carries
out harmonic oscillation on a point of maximum value.
Additionally, restoring force is +kx at this time.

F⃗ = −∇U (24)

U = −1
2
kx2 (25)

E− = T + U = −1
2
mẋ2 − 1

2
kx2 = −1

2
mω2

0A
2 (26)

In phase space

x2

(−2E−
k )

+
p2

(−2mE−)
= 1 (27)

This equation is ellipses equation, because total energy
E− < 0

As examined in the question of Harmonic oscillation,
in case of plus mass, a point of minimum value which
energy is the lowest is stable. However, in case of minus
mass, stable equilibrium is a point of maximum value,
not a point of minimum value. So minus mass is toward
a point of maximum value to be stable, not a point of
minimum value which energy is low.

In the world of plus mass, ground state is a point that
energy is low, but in case of minus mass, ground state
is a point that energy is the highest. Accordingly, in
the world of minus mass, energy level is filled from the
highest to the lowest, and stable state means the highest
energy state, so the catastrophe to energy level of -∞
never happens even if minus mass spontaneously emits
energy.

Figure 5: Harmonic oscillation of minus mass

In harmonic oscillation of minus mass

E− = −1
2
mẋ2 − 1

2
kx2 = −E+ (28)

H+ψ = E+ψ,H−ψ = E−ψ (29)

[x, p−] = [x,−p+] = −[x, p+] = −ih̄ (30)

[xi, p+j ] = +ih̄δij (31)

[xi, p−j ] = −ih̄δij (32)

Hamiltonian H− of minus mass (in harmonic oscilla-
tion)

H− = −1
2
mẋ2 − 1

2
mw2x2 (33)

= −(
P 2

+

2m
+

1
2
mw2x2) (34)

= −h̄w(
mwx2

2h̄
+

P 2
+

2mh̄w
) (35)

= −h̄w(
√
mw

2h̄
x+ i

P+√
2mh̄w

)(
√
mw

2h̄
x− i P+√

2mh̄w
) (36)

a (annihilation operator) and a† (creation operator)
are defined

a =
√
mw

2h̄
x+ i

P+√
2mh̄w

(37)

a† =
√
mw

2h̄
x− i

P+√
2mh̄w

(38)

N(a†a) is

N = a†a =
mw

2h̄
(x2 +

P 2
+

m2w2
+

i

mw
[x, P+]) (39)

=
1
h̄

[
mwx2

2
+

P 2
+

2mw
] − 1

2
(40)

=
1
h̄

[−H−

w
] − 1

2
(41)

H− = −h̄w(N +
1
2
) (42)

Eigen value of number operator N

N |n⟩ = n|n⟩ (43)

H−|n⟩ = −hw(N +
1
2
)|n⟩ (44)

= −h̄w(n+
1
2
)|n⟩ (45)
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= E−
n |n⟩ (46)

Therefore,

E−
n = −h̄w(n+

1
2
)(n = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · · · ·) (47)

Ground state of minus mass is n=0 state. Eigen value
is E−

0 = −1
2 h̄w, first-excite state E−

1 = −3
2 h̄w

III. Hypothesis of dark matter
and dark energy with minus mass

1. Hypothesis of dark matter and dark energy
with minus mass

If negative energy and positive energy were born to-
gether at the moment of Big Bang, then negative energy
would create minus mass, and positive energy could exist
in universe as the state of positive energy like plus mass
and radiant energy. Minus mass was disappeared near
massive plus mass structure(such as planet, star, etc.)
after meeting plus mass because of Newton dynamic mo-
tion of minus mass and plus mass, but minus mass which
was born at the beginning of universe still exists out of
galaxy, and this minus mass is the origin of dark energy,
which accelerates plus mass in the direction of cosmic ex-
pansion and dark matter, which collects galaxy in Galaxy
cluster, or stars in each galaxy

1)At the beginning of universe, assume that the pair of
positive energy and negative energy was pair production
and pair annihilation repeatedly when cosmic energy is
0. ET = (+E+) + (−E−) = 0

2)From among (+E+) and (−E−), the pair of energy
is exists which was not disappeared

3)E+ = m+c
2+hv(energy state) Some of them created

matter and antimatter matter which had mass, but be-
cause of the asymmetry between matter and antimatter
matter, they were disappeared each other, then created
radiant energy, and some matters survives.

4)But, in case of negative energy, it cannot create par-
ticles that have internal structure, because of essential
characteristics of minus mass, so it just creates minus
mass E− = m−c

2 only.
5)Therefore, most of negative energy is converted

to m−c
2 which is a type of mass as the temperature

falls down at the beginning of universe, whereas pos-
itive energy is converted to m+c

2 and positive energy
state(radiant energy), so the velocity that it is converted
to mass is relatively slow. According to this, the density
of minus mass is considerably greater than that of plus
mass at the beginning of universe.

6)At this time, total of potential energy has minus
value(described in V-2)

7)As the universe is cooled down, positive energy cre-
ates plus mass and stars more and more, thus matter
state increases more than energy state.

8)Starting 7 billion years ago, the number of plus mass
reached to fixed rate in proportion to minus mass, and
from this moment, total potential energy of universe had
plus value, thus it entered in the period of accelerating
expansion.(described in V-2)

If minus mass and plus mass were born together at the
beginning of universe, plus mass has attractive effect each
other as seen in Chapter 2, so it forms star and galaxy
structure now, and minus mass has repulsive effect each
other, so it cannot form any structure, and may spread
out uniformly in the whole area of universe as minus mass
at the point that it was born.

Owing to the effect of minus mass and plus mass, mi-
nus mass was disappeared near massive plus mass struc-
ture(such as planet, permanent star, etc.) after meeting
plus mass, but minus mass which was born at the begin-
ning of universe can still exist at the vacuum state out
of general galaxy as much as the number of plus mass.
This minus mass generates the effect of centripetal force
which binding plus mass in galaxy or galaxy cluster.

2.Description of the effect of centripetal force
and dark matter with minus mass

Figure 6: Revolution velocity of galaxy. The revolution
velocity through the total quantity of matter that can be
observed is A, while the actual observed value is B.

V (r)2 = GM(r)/r (48)

M(r) = M(r)visible +M(r)dark (49)

Currently, from the calculation of total amount of visi-
ble matters during general observation of galaxy, it must
show the form of Graph A that indicates the revolution
velocity of star is decreased as it approaches to exterior
of galaxy, but from the value according to actual obser-
vation, it shows revolution velocity is almost uniform at
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both points whether it is close or far away from center
of galaxy as shown in Graph B, and if stars keep cur-
rently observed velocity, stars go out without being held
in gravity, so generally scientific circles insist that invis-
ible matter that currently holds stars, namely positive
dark matter that plays a role of centripetal force should
exist there. [3]

For this phenomenon, this paper tries to explain that
minus mass can create invisible gravity effect, and extra
dark matter effect in galaxy.

Figure 7: Minus mass effect on arms of galaxy. The
actual observed spiral galaxy is on the left. Since re-
pulsive effects occur between minus masses in Newtons
dynamics, minus masses will be distributed all over space
because it cannot form large mass structures like stars.
Minus mass within the galaxy is cancelled out by attrac-
tion from large plus mass during the galaxy formation
process. Furthermore, the space, other that the galaxy,
will maintain the distribution state of minus mass.

When minus mass is distributed uniformly in Fig.7,
if we examine the area of galaxy diameter working the
gravity on the basis of mass m for the analysis, there is
no minus mass in the space of spiral space on the left,
so minus mass can exist as much as the size of black and
white on the right. Minus mass on the right works the
force on plus mass m on the origin to the left(plus mass
moves after receiving the force that becomes farther from
minus mass), and this direction will be in keeping with
the central direction of gravity of real galaxy.

Therefore, finally minus mass which remains on the
right works the gravity effect on mass m as much as the
same sized plus mass exists on the left.

According to this, plus mass m on the arm of galaxy
has received additional centripetal force by minus mass
greater than visible plus mass(galaxy mass), so it must
have higher velocity V as shown in observation to stay

in relevant orbit. Details are explained in [V. Method to
prove the existence of minus mass.]

If we explain the same figure in the different way, if
minus mass and plus mass of same size exist together
in the area of galaxy on the left that there is no minus
mass(white area), two mass are completely offset, so that
area is just same as empty space. Now minus mass is
distributed uniformly in the whole area around mass m
located on the origin, so the gravity worked on plus mass
m by minus mass is offset each other. Whereas, plus
mass which is not offset remains in white area on the
left, uniformly distributed plus mass worked additional
attraction, namely centripetal force on mass m on the
origin.

Accordingly, mass m on the arm of galaxy receives cen-
tripetal force by real galaxy, and centripetal force by the
distribution of minus mass out of galaxy(the same effect
as plus mass is distributed in galaxy).

Dark matter, which is required to explain greater ve-
locity of galaxy as compared with the gravity of galaxy
cluster, and greater star’s velocity in each galaxy, can be
described not only with plus mass.

3. Description of repulsion effect of cosmic ex-
pansion and dark energy with minus mass

Minus mass can work additional centripetal force on
stars in galaxy as described previously, and also minus
mass can provide repulsion which is the origin of cosmic
expansion from Newton dynamics.

Figure 8: Expansion of the universe by minus mass dis-
tribution. The force, which is applied to the galaxy and
galaxy cluster and located within radius R from the cen-
ter of a 3-dimensional space, when assuming equal dis-
tribution of minus mass from repulsive effects between
minus masses across space is valid.

As considered the problem of the gravity at the point
placed on arbitrary radius R of spherical object like the
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earth that mass is uniformly distributed [4], the grav-
ity by mass distribution out of radius R is offset each
other, and there is only the gravity effect by mass within
radius R. If minus mass was born at the beginning of
universe together with plus mass, it should be uniformly
distributed in universe by repulsion between minus mass.
Of course, there can be difference in minus mass density
owing to the local distribution of massive plus mass.

For the gravity effect that almost uniformly distributed
minus mass has on plus mass(galaxy or galaxy clus-
ter) located in radius R from the center of universe(3-
dimensional center), minus mass within radius R only
has the gravity effect on plus mass located within radius
R, and at this time, plus mass is accelerated in the direc-
tion of begin far away from minus mass.

The direction that plus mass becomes farther from mi-
nus mass is in keeping with the direction of cosmic expan-
sion, and also minus mass continuously works the force,
so finally plus mass is gradually accelerated(expansion
velocity becomes faster). As examined in Chapter II, in
the description of the force of plus mass and minus mass,
the force is repulsion(the direction of +R), and integrated
potential energy is plus value. Therefore, the assumption
of the existence of minus mass can suggest the explana-
tion of repulsive effect required for cosmic expansion, and
the accompanying positive dark energy.

4. The difference in mass when creating the
pair of minus mass and plus mass

If plus mass and minus mass simultaneously repeat pair
creation and pair annihilation microscopically at the vac-
uum state which satisfies energy conservation and mo-
mentum conservation, to materialize energy and momen-
tum conservation, the size of two mass can be different
when creating a pair of plus mass and minus mass be-
cause of the existence of potential energy, momentum
conservation, etc.

If there is difference between (−m−c
2)and(+M+c

2)
owing to momentum conservation and energy conserva-
tion at the state of repeating creation and annihilation of
−m− and +M+ in a vacuum in an instant(energy con-
servation can be broken for very short time because of
uncertainty principle, so it can be created by such an en-
ergy as well), two mass are pair-created. If two mass are
pair-annihilated, energy conservation is materialized on
the whole, but the gravity by (-m) and (+M) can work on
other objects in our universe for very short time before
pair annihilation after pair creation

This study calculated dynamically the difference be-
tween two mass in accordance with energy and momen-
tum conservation below, if minus mass and plus mass are
pair-created in a vacuum.

If we consider the existence of difference in mass when
pair creation Minus mass and plus mass that energy con-
servation is materialized when pair creation and pair an-
nihilation from ET = T + U +m0c

2

ET =
−m−c

2√
1 − (v

c )2
+

M+c
2√

1 − (V
c )2

+
(−GM+(−m−))

r
(50)

ET =
−m−c

2√
1 − (v

c )2
+

M+c
2√

1 − (V
c )2

+
GM+m−

r
= 0 (51)

PT =
−m−v√
1 − (v

c )2
+

+M+V√
1 − (V

c )2
= 0 (52)

(initial energy 0, initial momentum 0, M+ > 0,m− > 0,)
In equation (52), √

1 − (
v

c
)2 = a (53)

√
1 − (

V

c
)2 = b (54)

are define, equation (52) is

m−v

a
=
M+V

b
(55)

m− = M+(
a

b
)(
V

v
) (56)

If equation (51) is substituted for equation (53), (54)

GM+m−

r
=
m−c

2

a
− M+c

2

b
(57)

substituion equation (56) in equation (57)

GM+

r
×M+(

a

b
)(
V

v
) =

c2

a
×M+(

a

b
)(
V

v
) − M+c

2

b
(58)

GM+

r
× (

a

b
)(
V

v
) = (

c2

b
)(
V

v
) − c2

b
(59)

Both term ( b
a )( v

V ) multiply,

GM+

r
=
c2

a
(1 − v

V
) (60)

In equation (60), the left term is bigger than 0, thus the
right term must be bigger than 0, accordingly,

V > v (61)

If equation (61) is substituted for equation (56),

(
V

v
) =

m−b

M+a
> 1 (62)

m−

M+
>
a

b
=

√
c2 − v2

√
c2 − V 2

(63)
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Considering V > v, which is the result from equation
(61), in equation (63), numerator is bigger than denomi-
nator,

m− > M+ (64)

so we can get the result. equation (64) shows that, if
minus mass and plus mass are pair-created, there is the
difference between minus mass and plus mass when initial
energy and momentum are 0 in the system that energy
conservation and momentum conservation are material-
ized.

This difference in mass when minus mass and plus mass
pair creation presents that, if minus mass and plus mass
were born together at the beginning of universe, minus
mass which is not offset from among them can exist in
universe now, and also minus mass which is bigger than
plus mass can exist. Accordingly, if minus mass is dark
matter, it provides the description that total amount of
dark matter is bigger than that of matter.

The existence of minus mass provides quantitative de-
scription of the existence of dark matter and dark energy,
it can make it possible that energy value which is the ori-
gin of initial state of universe can be 0, and this has a
very important meaning.

5.The universe expands even if the size of minus
mass is the same as that of plus mass

In previous particle physics, according to the case of
the birth of antimatter, when pair-creating particles sym-
metrical to certain particle, their physical quantities are
the same each other, according to the situation that has
opposite specific value, when pair-creating minus mass
and plus mass, the size of absolute value of minus mass
is the same as that of plus mass, and minus mass and plus
mass of same number were born, and this study tries to
consider the cosmic expansion when the distance between
them is similar.

1)Potential energy when there is one pair of minus
mass and plus mass U

U1 = −G(m+)(−m−)
r

= +
G(m+)(m−)

r
=
Gm2

+

r
(65)

(if,m+ = m−)
2)Potential energy when there is two pair of minus

mass and plus mass U

U =
6∑

i=1

Ui =
∑

U+ +
∑

U− (66)

U =
∑

U+ +
∑

U− = (U1 + U2 + U3 + U4) + (U5 +U6)

(67)

= 4
Gm+m−

r
− (

Gm+m+√
2r

+
Gm−m−√

2r
) (68)

Figure 9: Arranges 1 when 2 pairs of minus and plus
masses exist

= 4
Gm2

+

r
+ 2(−

Gm2
+√

2r
) (69)

= (4 −
√

2)(
Gm2

+

r
) (70)

(m+ = m−)
Potential energy has plus value, so there is repulsion,

and the universe expands. We can know that the universe
expands at the state that the size of minus mass is the
same as that of plus mass, and the number was identically
born

Figure 10: Arranges 2 when 2 pairs of minus and plus
masses exist

U =
6∑

i=1

Ui =
∑

U+ +
∑

U− (71)

U =
∑

U+ +
∑

U− = (U1 + U2 + U5 + U6) + (U3 +U4)

(72)

= 2(
Gm+m−

r
+
Gm+m−√

2r
) − (

Gm+m+

r
+
Gm−m−

r
)

(73)

= 2(
Gm2

+√
2r

) (74)
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=
√

2(
Gm2

+

r
) (75)

(if, m+ = m−)
Potential energy has plus value, so there is repulsion,

and the universe expands.
We can see that potential energy keeps plus value at

the state that the size of minus mass is the same as that of
plus mass, and the number was identically born, although
there is difference in the value of potential energy accord-
ing to the distribution of each mass. Therefore, potential
energy is plus, thus the force is plus, and the universe
expands.

3)Potential energy when there are generally n pairs of
minus mass and plus mass:

Un =
n2∑
i=1

U+i +
n(n−1)∑

j=1

U−j (76)

(U+:plus potential energy, U−:minus potential energy)
If n pairs of minus mass and plus mass are created,

generally the number of term of plus potential energy
is n2, the number of term of minus potential energy is
n(n-1), so the number of term of plus potential energy
is greater than that of term of minus potential energy
by n. Accordingly, even if the absolute value of minus
mass is the same as that of plus mass at the beginning
of universe, the universe has the value of plus potential
energy, and expands.

6. The effect of gravitational lensing
Generally, it is possible to examine the existence of

dark matter with the existence of additional mass with
the effect of gravitational lensing. If minus mass is dark
matter, so if we try to examine the effect of gravitational
lensing, previously the gravity between plus mass is at-
traction, so it has the shape of convex lens to collect
within the form, whereas the force between minus mass
and plus mass is repulsion, so a set of massive minus
mass can make the effect that distorts observation target
in the form of concave lens.

If existing measuring instrument recognizes the effect
of gravitational lens with distorted aspect of galaxy or
galaxy cluster, the effect of concave gravitational lensing
owing to the existence of minus mass also plays a role of
distorting galaxy or galaxy cluster, so it can be the basis
of invisible dark matter. Additionally, in the distribu-
tion of dark matter suggested with previously measured
effect of gravitational lens, dark matter may be created
purely by plus mass, but also it can be created by the
distribution of dark matter by minus mass.

But in the hypothesis of dark matter with minus mass
in this study, minus mass is distributed out of galaxy, not
within galaxy. Therefore, the effect of concave gravita-
tional lensing by minus mass out of galaxy will be pre-
sented to an observer on the earth in the same form as

the effect of convex gravitational lensing which galaxy
works.

Figure 11: Concave Gravitational lensing effect. The left
side is the Gravitational lensing effect that occurs when
the galaxy is surrounded by minus mass and the right
side is Gravitational lensing effect that occurs when plus
mass exists alone

No the effect of concave gravitational lensing by minus
mass has been observed. However, we have never thought
about minus mass itself, so we might not have thought
about the concave gravitational lensing as well, and it
might be difficult to classify the effect of concave grav-
itational lensing and the effect of convex gravitational
lensing.

For the situation presented on the left when observ-
ing the light on the earth which passed through galaxy
surrounded with minus mass, this study suggested that
there is invisible dark matter in galaxy, and owing to this
gravity it can be happened owing to the effect of convex
lens, it means, if there is any matter on the left and right
side of galaxy that plays a role of concave lens, it is dif-
ficult to classify convex lens and its form.

According to the explanation of the effect of concave
gravitational lensing from the viewpoint of gravity, not
geometrical optics, there is the effect of centripetal force
by the distribution of minus mass out of galaxy with the
effect of centripetal force in galaxy as described previ-
ously, so there is real mass of galaxy + the gravity when
filling the whole galaxy with plus mass that has the same
density as that of minus mass in galaxy. Therefore, if
the light from the exterior passes inside of galaxy or near
galaxy, real gravity of galaxy + gravity of dark matter(by
minus mass) is added, and finally it will present much
greater effect of gravitational lensing.

If we consider the situation that we can observe purely
the effect of concave gravitational lensing, that situation
is just the same as the situation when there is single con-
cave lens on the right in Figure above. First, an observer
on the earth must observe it on Position B and C after
moving by considerably great distance as compared with
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the size of galaxy, but the earth has never changed the
position of observation from the target for distant ob-
servation. second, real observation on the earth is the
single B or C situation in Figure on the right, and if an
observer on the earth performed observation previously
on C, generally an observer of C would describe the ef-
fect of gravitational lensing is generated because there
is invisible dark matter on the right of black and white
area(circle drawn with dotted line on the right).

7. Description of interaction between dark mat-
ters when colliding with galaxy clusters

As shown in the recent observation of dark matter,
dark matter seems not to interact with each other when
colliding with galaxy clusters [5], and it can be predicted
with essential characteristics of minus mass.

Uniformly distributed minus mass receives attractive
effect from massive plus mass, so dark matter which has
minus mass is clustered around galaxy because of attrac-
tion of galaxy. If the type of force worked between minus
mass when colliding with galaxy clusters is repulsive, and
minus mass is distributed almost uniformly without form-
ing massive mass structure, the shape of dark matter is
not distorted or transformed even if dark matter(minus
mass) and dark matter(minus mass) pass through similar
area, that is, they will seem not to interact each other.
Also there is repulsive effect between dark matters that
are made up with minus mass, thus there will be almost
no direct collision as well.

Repulsive effect that is the nature between minus mass
as described above provides the proper description that
existing dark matters do not interact each other, al-
though they interact gravitationally with plus mass.

As the factor that breaks the uniform distribution of
minus mass, first, minus mass receives the attractive ef-
fect from massive plus mass, thus for the distribution of
minus mass near massive plus mass such as galaxy or
galaxy cluster, the density of minus mass is higher as
it is closer to galaxy or galaxy cluster, and is lower as
it is farther. Second, If plus mass(like galaxy) that has
strong gravity or interstellar cloud that has plus mass
pass through existing area that minus mass is distributed,
minus mass can be disappeared when meeting plus mass
or it can be drawn owing to attractive effect of massive
plus mass at this moment, so there can be the area that
minus mass, namely, dark matter is not uniformly dis-
tributed

8. Solution for the difficulty in description with
cosmological constant and vacuum energy

From the observation of universe, now we know that
the universe expands, and to explain this expansion, we
try to explain cosmic expansion with the thought of cos-
mological constant and vacuum energy, etc., but cosmo-

logical constant and vacuum energy [3] threats the causa-
tionism that is the basis of science, and the energy conser-
vation that is fundamental characteristic of our universe.
At least, minus mass observes energy conservation and
momentum conservation. This means minus mass is not
serious target more than cosmological constant or vac-
uum energy in physics, although it is more difficult to
imagine the existence of minus mass more than cosmo-
logical constant or vacuum energy.

IV. Explain for the problem of
non-observation with the charac-
teristics of minus mass

As examined with Newton dynamics of minus mass,
attraction works between plus mass, and they have at-
tractive effect, so they gradually clusters each other, and
then make massive mass like planet or star. On the
other hand, attraction works between minus mass, but
they have repulsive effect, and nuclear force cannot form
nucleons by binding minus mass, so they cannot make
massive mass structure like planet or star. This explains
that existing dark matter is not an interruption in form-
ing galaxy while the universe is growing.

When matter and antimatter are pair creation and pair
annihilation, antimatter also had basically plus mass, so
gamma rays were emitted when pair annihilation, and
with this phenomenon, the existence of antimatter was
proved, but pair annihilation of minus mass and plus
mass is in the form of (E) + (+E) = 0, thus generally
gamma rays are not emitted after pair annihilation. So
it seems to be more difficult to detect.

Bubble box that detects a charged particle used in ac-
celerator also is useless when minus mass is not charged,
it cannot be valid means because minus mass cannot draw
the trace itself with pair annihilation, and Thought wall
of minus mass was too big. However, the essential reason
is that energy value which can pair creation create minus
mass and plus mass might be limited at the beginning of
universe.

The reason why we have not found minus mass on
the earth until now is that minus mass exists as the
state of mass when it was born without forming mas-
sive mass structure which can be easily measured owing
to basic characteristics of minus mass(repulsive effect) as
described above, and that minus mass is not observed be-
cause minus mass which exists around massive plus mass
such as earth or the solar system receives attractive ef-
fect from massive plus mass, and it was disappeared long
time ago when forming galaxy, even if it existed at the
beginning of universe.

There is no observation of minus mass until now, but
basic characteristics of minus mass and aspect of dynamic
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motion with plus mass strangely provide the proper de-
scription of dark matter and dark energy in our universe.

The characteristics of minus mass uniformly satisfy the
effect of centripetal force which existing dark matter in
galaxy or galaxy cluster, the fact that it does not in-
terrupt to form galaxy even though it has gravitational
interaction, difficult element for the observation, very
low interaction between dark matters when colliding with
galaxy or galaxy clusters, repulsion energy required for
cosmic expansion, repulsive effect on plus mass, etc.

On the other hand, minus mass also has the wall of
thought that generally it is difficult to accept. However,
we can say about the wall of thought, minus mass just
collides with our a fixed idea, and it does not collide with
energy conservation or momentum conservation.

Some people deny minus mass because it cannot be
accepted in the abstract, but it is necessary to refer to the
fact that the quantum theory or the theory of relativity
in 20th century is contradicted with existing fixed idea,
provide quantitative explanation of dark matter and dark
energy, and then to perform an experiment targeting on
the observation of minus mass.

V. Method to prove the existence
of minus mass

1. Calculating centripetal force in galaxy from
minus mass distributed out of galaxy

This study mentioned the effect of centripetal force
described previously, and the effect of centripetal force of
minus mass with the description of dark matter(Fig.7).
The researcher suggests that it is possible to prove the
existence of minus mass with the comparison between
observed value and revolution velocity of star according
to the distance in galaxy which is calculated from minus
mass distributed out of galaxy.

V (r)2 = GM(r)/r (77)

M(r) = M(r)visible +M(r)dark (78)

From the calculation of centripetal force in Newton dy-
namics(refer to Fig.7), the important matters to calcu-
late gravity effect of minus mass are the size and model
of empty space of minus mass by real galaxy on the left,
in case of spiral galaxy or oval galaxy, it may be close to
oval if we consider the fact that most of mass is placed on
galaxy core, the rotation of galaxy, and the gravitational
radius of galaxy core, thus we regard empty space of mi-
nus mass as spherical or oval, and perform calculation to
compare with observed value.

mv2

r+
=
GM+(r+)m

r2+
+
GM−(r−)m

r2−
(79)

Figure 12: Effective minus mass. The minus mass distri-
bution, where gravity is applied without cancellation of
the oblique field located on the right side.

(M+(r+) > 0,M−(r−) > 0)
Adding the term of centripetal force by minus mass to

the term of centripetal force by plus mass as described
above, we compare revolution velocity of star and the
density of minus mass, then expand this to apply to other
galaxies, and we can inspect if the interpretation of dark
matter distributed out of galaxy is proper or not.

The distribution of minus mass that remains without
being offset in Fig. 12 is crescent-shaped, so it seems to
be difficult to calculate, but if we assume that the white
empty space on the left is full with minus mass and plus
mass at the same density, here minus mass is uniformly
distributed over the whole area, so the effect of minus
mass on mass m is 0. Remaining plus mass is distributed
over the white area on the left at the density of minus
mass, and the gravity that uniformly distributed plus
mass works on plus mass m place on radius r is worked
only by the distribution of mass within radius r.

Therefore, the effect of minus mass that remains out
of galaxy without being offset can make it approximate
to the gravity generated by the distribution of plus mass
within the radius R in galaxy

M− = ρ−(r)V = ρ−(r)(
4πr3

3
) (80)

In equation(79)

mv2

r+
=
GM+(r+)m

r2+
+
GM−(r+)m

r2+
(81)

v =

√
G(M+ +M−)

r+
=

√
G(M+ + ρ−(r+)V )

r+
(82)

v =

√
GM+

r+
+ ρ−(r+)(

4πr2
+

3
) (83)
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Figure 13: Equal to the degree of gravity that is applied
on the equally distributed plus mass within the radius r
of the left side. The gravitational effect from minus mass,
which functions at mass m is equal to the gravitational
effect from plus mass within radius r.

The mass density of collisionless isothermal sphere is
given as ρ(r) = σ2

2πGr2 [7] in galaxy dynamics. σ2 is
velocity dispersion.

Mdark = Mminus =
2σ2

3G
r (84)

equation (83) is applied to arbitrary spherical or oval
galaxy, and in case of normal shaped spiral galaxy, the
distance which spherical approximation can be applied
from the center of galaxy will be effective.

So if we consider that the distribution of minus mass
out of galaxy comes under isothermal, the effect of mass
in galaxy by the distribution of minus mass out of galaxy
is proportional to r as shown in equation (84), and this
is in keeping with observed dark matter.

Figure 14: Revolution velocity of NGC 6503

Figure 15: Distribution of plus mass and minus mass on
NGC6503. The distribution of the galaxy mass, which
is can be observed, is mostly in the galaxy nuclei, while
the effects of minus mass, which is distributed over the
outside of the galaxy, increases with the ratio of distance
r.

NGC 6503 in Fig.14 is oval galaxy, and the graph shows
the total amount of dark matter with the distribution of
minus mass that remains without being offset from minus
mass out of galaxy.

Plus dark matter distributed in galaxy does not form
the spherical distribution, and it is broken owing to the
gravity of galaxy core, gravitational action with stars,
and rotation of galaxy, if its shape is not very inten-
tionally assumed. Furthermore, there are various heat
sources in galaxy according to position, so it cannot be
regarded as collisionless Isothermal. However, the effect
of centripetal force that minus mass works from the exte-
rior of galaxy can keep the spherical distribution of mass,
and make the mass effect that increases linearly in accor-
dance with distance r as seen above because it receives
less influence from elements such as the gravity of galaxy
core, or rotation of galaxy.

2. Description of cosmic decelerating expansion
and accelerating expansion

Figure 16: Deceleration and acceleration of the universe
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Fig.16 shows current cosmic expansion. Currently ex-
pansion velocity of our universe was reduced owing to
attraction of matter, and it has increased again for last
7 billion years.

Minus mass worked repulsion on plus mass give an ef-
fect of centripetal force to plus mass in galaxy, and it
plays a role of dark energy that expands plus mass on the
whole of universe. Now this study tries to describe cos-
mic decelerating and accelerating with minus mass that
expands the universe.

From [III-5. cosmic expands even if the size of minus
mass is the same as that of plus mass] described previ-
ously, the fact that potential energy between two is not
0, even if the size of minus mass is the same as that of
plus mass, and it suggests something to pay attention in
treating minus mass.

In [III-1] above, the number of minus mass was greater
than that of plus mass at the beginning of universe, so
if we induce how many terms of potential energy survive
when the number of minus mass is greater than that of
plus mass,
U+:Plus potential (+GMm

r ),
U−:Minus potential (−GMm

r ), UT :Total potential
Focus on the number of terms of remaining potential

energy rather than the concrete value of potential energy,
*Potential energy between plus mass and plus mass has

value:U = (−Gm+m+
r ) = 1U−

*Potential energy between minus mass and plus mass
has + value:U = (−G(−m−)m+

r ) = 1U+

*Potential energy between minus mass and minus mass
has value:U = (−G(−m−)(−m−)

r ) = 1U−
(if, U+ = −U− )
1)When the number of minus mass is 2, and the num-

ber of plus mass is 1
UT = 2(−G(−m−)m+

r ) + (−G(−m−)(−m−)
r )

= 2U+ + 1U− = 1U+ (85)

2)When the number of minus mass is 3, and the number
of plus mass is 1

UT = 3U+ + 3U− = 0 (86)

3)When the number of minus mass is 4, and the number
of plus mass is 1

UT = 4U+ + 6U− = −2U+ (87)

4)When the number of minus mass is 4, and the number
of plus mass is 2

UT = 8U+ + 7U− = 1U+ (88)

5)When the number of minus mass is n−, and the number
of plus mass is n+, total potential energy is given as

follows.

UT = (n−×n+)U+ +(
n−(n− − 1)

2
U− +

n+(n+ − 1)
2

U−)

(89)
equation (89) is expressed as follows more strictly

UT =
i=n−,j=n+∑

i,j

(Gm−im+j

r+−ij
) +

i,j=n−∑
i,j,i̸=j

(−Gm−im−j

r−−ij
)

+
i,j=n+∑
i,j,i̸=j

(
−Gm+im+j

r++ij
) (90)

UT = (n− × n+)(Gm−m+
r̄+−

) + (n−(n−−1)
2 (−Gm−m−

r̄−−
)

+
n+(n+ − 1)

2
(
−Gm+m+

r̄++
)) (91)

(U+ = (Gm−m+
r̄+−

),U− = (−Gm−m−
r̄−−

),U− = (−Gm+m+
r̄++

)
r̄+− :The mean distance between plus mass and minus

mass,
r̄−−:The mean distance between minus mass and mi-

nus mass,
r̄++:The mean distance between plus mass and plus

mass)
Calculate the value of U− = −U+, n− = 10, n+ = 1

−10 with equation (89) when there is a difference in the
number between minus mass and plus mass to examine
changes,

(n−, n+)
(10, 1)UT = 10U+ + 45U− = −35U+

(10, 2)UT = 20U+ + 46U− = −26U+

(10, 3)UT = 30U+ + 48U− = −18U+

(10, 4)UT = 40U+ + 51U− = −11U+

(10, 5)UT = 50U+ + 55U− = −5U+

(10, 6)UT = 60U+ + 60U− = 0
(10, 7)UT = 70U+ + 66U− = 4U+

(10, 8)UT = 80U+ + 73U− = 7U+

(10, 9)UT = 90U+ + 73U− = 9U+

(10, 10)UT = 100U+ + 90U− = 10U+

We can see the change in total potential energy in ac-
cordance with the difference in the number of minus mass
and plus mass from 10 samples above.

- The tendency of total potential energy in accordance
with the number of minus mass and plus mass -

i)In specific ratio of the number of minus mass to the
number of plus mass, the total potential energy has 0.
When the universe is flat.(ex. (n−, n+) = (10, 6)) Here,
we note that total potential energy does not have 0 when
general matter comes under 60% of dark matter. 60%
is the proportion by assuming that all terms of potential
energy are identical, and prescribing that the number of
n− is 10.

ii)If number of plus mass less than specific number,
total potential energy has value. Cosmic decelerating
expansion
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Figure 17: Potential energy from ratio of minus mass and
plus mass

iii)If number of plus mass over than specific number,
total potential energy has plus value. Cosmic accelerat-
ing expansion

iv)The value of total potential energy increases as the
number of plus mass approaches to the number of minus
mass.

v)If the number of pair of minus mass and plus mass
is n, n terms of positive potential remains as shown in
equation (76). Final state of universe.

The analysis above can describe that current universe
expanded with decelerated speed approximately 7 billion
years ago, whereas it expanded with accelerated speed
in last 7 billion years [6], and most of negative energy
was converted to minus mass owing to the characteris-
tics of negative energy and positive energy pair-created
at the beginning of universe, whereas positive energy was
born as radiant energy which does not have positive mat-
ter and mass, at this time, it expanded with decelerated
speed because total potential energy had minus value,
then plus matter gradually increased as the universe was
cooled down and currently it entered in accelerating ex-
pansion which total potential energy of universe has plus
value after passing through the point that total potential
energy of universe is zero.

6)Calculation of basic arrangement that there are two
pairs of minus mass and plus mass

In basic arrangement of Fig.9, calculate total poten-
tial energy by setting m− = km+, (k ≥ 1:the absolute
value of minus mass is greater than that of plus mass) in
equation (68),

UT = 4
Gm+km+

r
− (

Gm+m+√
2r

+
Gk2m+m+√

2r
) (92)

= [4k − (
1√
2

+
k2

√
2
)](
Gm+m+

r
) (93)

If UT ≥ 0,

−(k2 − 4
√

2k + 1) ≥ 0 (94)

There are three reasons that total potential energy is
greater than 0. First, there are 4 terms of plus potential,
and 2 terms of minus potential, second, when k=1, total
potential energy is greater than 0 as shown in equation
(70), and third, currently the universe has expanded with
accelerated speed.

(k − 2
√

2)2 ≤ 7 (95)

−
√

7 + 2
√

2 ≤ k ≤ +
√

7 + 2
√

2 (96)

Consider k ≥ 1,

1 ≤ k ≤ 5.47417 (97)

In m− = km+, k=5.47417 is the value of that total po-
tential energy U becomes zero. Now according to the
result of observing WMAP [8], dark matter has energy
as 5.1(±0.4) times as that of general matter, and this
is similar to k that is generated when total potential
energy of universe U=0. It is difficult to consider that
the arrangement(correspondence uniformly distribution)
of Fig.9 describes the state of universe exactly, but our
universe entered in the period of accelerating expansion 7
billion years, and it is still near critical density, so we can
consider total potential energy is close to 0, and suggest
something with the fact that k, the proportion of minus
mass to plus mass, is similar with the size of mass ratio
of dark matter to general matter.

In III-1 above, it described that the quantity of minus
mass decided at the beginning of universe can explain
the effect of centripetal force in galaxy(V-1), repulsion
effect on cosmic expansion(III-3), decelerating expansion
at the first half, and accelerating expansion(V-2) of uni-
verse at the second half(7 billion years ago) at the same
time. Therefore, it is necessary to try to calculate and ob-
serve minus mass more strictly, laying aside the abstract
aversion of minus mass.

3.Dark matter and dark energy come from one
origin

The hypothesis of dark matter and dark energy with
minus mass insists that dark matter is not different from
dark energy each other, dark matter is the effect of cen-
tripetal force by minus mass out of galaxy, and dark en-
ergy required to explain cosmic expansion is the repulsion
that minus mass works on plus mass on the whole of uni-
verse, and the plus potential energy, its integral value.

Accordingly, if we calculate the distribution and mean
density of minus mass that describes rotation velocity
within galaxy, and explain accelerating expansion of cur-
rent universe with the size of potential energy that has
positive value by this minus mass, we can prove the hy-
pothesis that minus mass is the origin of dark matter and
dark energy. It is necessary to consider the meaning of
equation (65),(70),(75),(76) in this course.
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In 1998 year, observation by HSS(The High-z Super-
nova Search) team, I have seen a calculation that if the
cosmological constant is 0,

ΩM = −0.38(±0.22) [9]
Therefore, the quantity of the matter couldn’t be neg-

ative value, so as far as I know, the value is trashed away.
We have to know that not the formula has disposed

the value, but our thought disposed that value
In hypothesis with minus mass,
ET = plus mass(4.6) + minus mass(x) + 0Λ(72.1)
(minus mass≥plus mass, cosmological constant Λ = 0)
if minus mass=23.3 % ,
ET = plus mass( 16.5 % ) + minus mass(83.5 % )

If cosmological constant Λ=0 and mass density of uni-
verse is minus value, to get the age of the universe.

From Friedmann equation,

t0 =
1
H0

∫ 1

0

xdx√
ΩMx+ ΩR + ΩΛx4 + ΩKx2

(98)

ΩM = −0.38(±0.22),ΩRh
2 ≈ 4.16 × 10−5,ΩΛ = 0

Use to ΩK = 1 − ΩΛ − ΩM=1.38 , H0 = 100h
km/s/Mpc, h=0.701

define to ΩK = a,ΩM = b,ΩR = c,

t0 =
1
H0

∫ 1

0

xdx√
ΩKx2 + ΩMx+ ΩR

=
1
H0

∫ 1

0

xdx√
ax2 + bx+ c

(99)

t0 =
1
H0

[√
ax2 + bx+ c

a
− b

2a

∫ 1

0

dx√
ax2 + bx+ c

]
(100)

t0 = 1
H0

[√
ax2+bx+c

a

]1

0

− 1
H0

[
b

2a
1√
a

ln(2
√
a
√
ax2 + bx+ c+ 2ax+ b)

]1

0
(101)

t0 = 14.225Gyr (102)

This value is approach to the t=13.73 Gyr calculated in
a WMAP. Considering the very large changes(Λ=0 and
ΩM = −0.38), it seems to increase existence probability
of minus mass.

Additionally, if ΩM = Ωvisible(4.6) + Ωdark(−23.3) =
−18.7, we get the t0=14.927 Gyr

4. Effect of concave gravitational lensing
As observed the effect of concave gravitational lensing

mentioned in III-6. Effect of gravitational lensing, this
can be the evidence for the existence of minus mass.

5.Description of formation of void and galaxy
If there were plus mass and minus mass at the begin-

ning of universe, and there was minute cave caused by

pair annihilation of plus mass and minus mass, it could
grow to the present scale through cosmic expansion. It
is difficult to explain present large-scale Void only with
the uniform distribution of plus mass.

Also, as considered cosmic expansion velocity in the
process of forming galaxy, it is difficult to form galaxy
structure with uniformly distribute plus mass. On the
other hand, from the uniform distribution of minus mass
and plus mass, we can explain the formation of galaxy
owing to the situation that naturally breaks uniform dis-
tribution of matters such as attraction effect between plus
mass, repulsion effect between minus mass, attractive ef-
fect between massive plus mass and minus mass, and Void
caused by pair annihilation.

Figure 18: Pair creation

Figure 19: Plus mass absence region by pair annihilation
or gravity effect

Figure 20: Contraction of plus mass
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Figure 21: Structure of universe

Making simulation model of the initial state of uni-
verse under the assumption of uniform distribution of
plus mass and minus mass, we can prove the formation
of current Void and galaxy structure and on the basis
of this, we can prove the possibility of the existence of
minus mass.

6. Possibility to explain mechanism of inflation
Pair creation of minus mass and plus mass seems to

provide the proper explanation of homogeneity, local non-
homogeneity, and flatness of our universe without sepa-
rate assumption with basic characteristics of Newton dy-
namics.

With reference to the flatness of universe, the calcu-
lation of cosmic critical density with previous plus mass
leads to the problem that present density should be close
to critical density, the cosmic density at the beginning
should be close to critical density, and initial condition
should be set delicately. [3] However, according to the hy-
pothesis of minus mass, potential energy of universe is not
single potential when there is only plus mass(potential
that has both + and -), and the density of universe close
to critical density was from basic mechanism of pair cre-
ation, namely 1:1 correspondence of minus mass to plus
mass.

If we try to explain the start and natural end of in-
flation with minus mass for inflation mechanism, and
phase transition which the gravity is separated was gener-
ated at the beginning of universe when vacuum state was
ET = (E−) + (E+) = 0, the separation of gravity means
the existence of mass, E− = m−c

2, E+ = m+c
2 so we

can consider that both minus energy and plus energy were
converted to mass.

As seen in equation (76) and (V-2.) above, total po-
tential energy has the biggest positive value when the
number of plus mass is similar or equal to that of minus
mass, if all energy was converted to mass when the grav-
ity was separated, it can explain that there was very big
plus potential value at that time, and it can explain the
reason of the start of Big Bang and inflation.

If we consider that inflation started at the point of

time that there were large-scale pair creations of minus
mass and plus mass after Big Bang, not at the point
of time that the gravity was separated, the number of
plus mass and minus mass might be born together at
this time, so here also the term of plus potential energy
by equation (76) nU+(if pair creations are 1080, UT =
1080U0 survives), and this can provide the start power of
inflation.

If plus mass is converted to radiant energy or energy
when strong interaction, weak interaction, and electro-
magnetic force are separated after the start of inflation,
the number of plus mass falls down below critical ratio
which total potential energy is 0 in (V-2.), so at this time,
inflation also is naturally completed.

For fine tuning problem of critical mass density in early
universe,

Universe mass density is same critical mass density,
that is correspond with total potential energy=0

define, x = n−, y = n+, if

U+− = −U−− = −U++ = U (103)

equation(91) is

UT =
2xy − x2 + x− y2 + y

2
U (104)

Consider of uniformly distribution, it is near to stable
state when three value of potential energy are almost in
same level. So I consider that these three potential can
be the same U

If x=y=n,
Umax = nU (105)

If, x→ ∞, y → ∞;nh(t) = y
x = n+

n−

UT = −x
2

2
[{1 + (

y

x
)2 − {2y

x
+

1
x

+
y

x2
}]U (106)

UT ≃ −x
2

2
[{1 + (

y

x
)2 − {2y

x
+ 0 + 0}]U (107)

UT = −x
2

2
(1 − y

x
)2U (108)

UT = −
n2
−
2

(1 − nh(t))2U (109)

Total potential energy is propotion square term of mi-
nus mass number(similar plus mass number)

divide Umax by equation(104),
Ratio of potential size

Umax

|UT |
=

n−
n2
−
2 (1 − nh(t))2

=
2

n−(1 − nh(t))2
(110)

n− is total number of minus mass. If n− is 1080, we
can know how the present potential values are smaller
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Figure 22: Changes in potential energy over time

than the maximum potential values of universe, how this
present potential value is close to zero.

About the fine tuning of critical density in the early
universe, even though the density of present universe is
equally same with the value of critical density, when mi-
nus mass and plus mass coexist, it doesn’t mean that
the density of early universe must be very close with the
value of critical density. And also because minus and plus
mass’s rate is going close to 1, that present universe is
almost at the same with critical density values.

In fig.22, minus and plus mass created n pairs, and in
this period that potential energy values in Umax = nU .
That cause accelerates expansion of universe(inflation).

Strong interaction, weak interaction and electromag-
netic force are separate and also antimatter and matter
generate pair annihilation in during inflation. So most
of plus matter became radiation. Then total potential
energy become minus value(result of V-2, fig.17). And
we call this time tif (inflation finish time)

As the universe is getting cooler, the radiation is get-
ting lower and that radiation changed the matter with
plus mass. And after values of plus mass became the
critical ratio of minus mass, that potential energy be-
comes zero. We call this time by th. Plus mass number
is

n+ = n− −
√

2n− (111)

According to hypothesis with minus mass, The last
state of universe is when plus mass and minus mass al-
most the same and potential energy has the value of
UT = n(t)U(t) at this time.

This value is strong power that can generate inflation
in early universe. But roll of this value is very smaller
than inflation period in the growth universe(mean dis-
tance r is very bigger than initial mean distance r0) and
because of our universe have positive potential energy,
so its doing expansion now. Considering of pair annihi-

lation, potential energy of universe can under the zero
again.

7.Result of observing WAMP
From the results of observing WAMP at the beginning

of universe, the existence of temperature deviation [8]
has an influence on cosmic background radiation owing
to non-uniformity of matter caused by the existence of
minus mass, or the gravity that minus mass works on
time and space. Accordingly, if we try to interpret the
result of observing WMAP with minus mass, we can find
the basis of minus mass.

8.Simulation of the aspect of colliding with Bul-
let Cluster

Figure 23: Collision of bullet cluster. We can see that
general matters are close to each other, and dark matters
are on the far side.

1)Plus mass, plus mass : attractive
2)Minus mass, minus mass : repulsive
3)Massive plus mass, minus mass : attractive
4)Result : At least, from 3 characteristics above, we

can predict that 1) is arranged on the close side and 2) is
arranged on the far side. Can we explain the phenomenon
[5] that dark matter is arranged on the far side and visible
positive matter is arranged on the close side in Fig.23
with other dark matters? Minus mass shows the result
matched with the phenomena, and it means that it is
necessary to perform more strict simulation with minus
mass.

9.We must observe the exterior of galaxy, not
its interior to observe dark matter(minus mass)

Most of observation equipments focus on the interior
including galaxy core in exploring dark matter, but ac-
cording to the hypothesis of minus mass, dark matter
made up with minus mass exists out of galaxy, so we
must observe the exterior of galaxy to find the evidence
of dark matter.
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10. Investigation of minus mass in accelerator
There is the possibility that minus mass is born in

accelerator, so it is necessary to consider minus mass with
opening the possibility of minus mass while performing
an experiment with accelerator.

VI. Conculsion

If minus energy and plus energy were born together
at the time of Big Bang, then minus energy may create
minus mass, and plus energy may exist in the universe
at the state of plus energy such as plus mass, electro-
magnetic wave, etc. Newton’s law of motion can explain
that plus mass formed massive plus mass structure such
as planet or galaxy, minus mass was disappeared when
meeting plus mass near massive plus mass structure at
the period of galaxy formation, but minus mass born at
the beginning of universe still exists out of galaxy, this
minus mass can perform a role of centripetal force that
binding galaxy in galaxy cluster, or stars in individual
galaxy, and repulsion and dark energy accelerate plus
mass in the direction of cosmic expansion.

The existence of minus mass seems to satisfy evenly all
characteristics of existing dark matter and dark energy
such as the effect of centripetal force in galaxy or galaxy
cluster, the mass effect proportional to distance r, repul-
sion required for cosmic expansion, dark energy that has
plus value, element only for gravity gravitational interac-
tion, low interaction between dark matters when cluster
of galaxies collision, decelerating expansion at the first
half of universe and current accelerating expansion, for-
mation of void and galaxy, and difficulty in observation,
so it is necessary to perform more experiments focusing
more strict theoretical calculation and observation of mi-
nus mass.
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